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Introduction
I
Increased productivity in roughing operationa for gear cutting depends mainly on lower!
production costs in the bobbing proces . In:
addition, certain gear, can be manufactured by
shaping,
which al 0 need
to be taken into
account in the search for a more cost-effective
form of production.
One way of increasing the productivity of
the hobbing process is to raise cutting speed.
Another potential strategy for reducing costs I
:lind thus increasing producti.v.ity is to eliminate
the use of cooling lubncants, High-speed hobbing is now understood almost exclusively as
dry machining with carbide tools at cutting
speeds in excess of 300 m/min (Ref. 2).
Together with the introduction of such new
technology. productivity can also be enhanced
through the use of innovative high speed steel
cutting 1001

The potential of each of these rationaliza(use of HSSand carbide tools) is
discussed below for tile case of hobbing. Thi
information is supplemented by an indication
of the technological limits and proee s reliability of specific applications. Finally. because
certain gear cutting applications require the use
of shaping, a lubricant-free option for manufacturing interna'i geM~ is indicated.
In order to make a comprehensive and reliable asse sment of the required productivity. the
report first analyze, wear-relevant mechanisms
in bobbing and shaping operations. Various tool,
materials and coatings are investigated at differing enning paraoieters in relation to the special.
stresse encountered in machining at high specific removal rates anddiffering machining conditions, The objective is to demonstrate both the
performance potential and the current limits for
existing tool systems. Finany,. the Lool lives
determined in the tests are assessed.
Sta.tc of tbe Art
Economic and ,techno/'ogical significance 01
coo.ling lubricant. Modem cooling lubricant
systems make a deci ive contribution tothe high
level of performance of numerous production
proce ses by performing their main tasks of
cooling and lubricating the contact paint and by
tran paning chips away from it Despite their
great technological imponance, they have been
the target of increasing criticism in recent years,
stimulated by rising operational and dispo al
costs due to stricter environmental regulations .
Consideration of these problems has made
many users aware of the costs involved in the
use of cooling lubricants. A recognition that
part-related costs for thecooling lubricant ytern may be several times h:igher than tool costs
has led to a reevaluation of cooling lubricant
use in many companies. The logical con e-

! tion measures

Ecological reasons:
• Pollution due to disposal
• Oil mist

• Stricter laws & regulations
Economical reasons:
Costs for using
cooling lubricants
---~--~

7-17%

• Cooling lubricant facilities

• Exhaust-type mist collector
• Purchase of !.he lubricant
• Maintenance and process costs
• Disposal co ts
•' Loss wi !.h.pans
.' Other costs

Medical n:asons:
'. Skin exposure to chemicals
'. Inhalation of o.Hvapor

Fig •.I-Reasons
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cooling ,lubricants (Ref. 7).

quence i a demand for solutions which reduce
or eliminate the use of oooling lubricants and
hence the associated costs (fig. 1. Ref .. ] .
E. pecially in term of economic criteria.
purchase co ts for the cooling lubricant mu t be
een in as celation willi, investment costs for a
cooling lubricant unit. Cooling lubricanlsaIso
need maintenance and di pesal (Refs. 2-6).
Lo ses on pans and chip • vaporization and
evaporation likewise eomribute to lubricant
con umption, Overall, costs to the company
associated with the u e of cooling lubricants
repre entan inc rea ing economic burden and
amoum to some 7% to [7% of proportional part
cost in the auromotive industry, Calculations
fur gear making indicated that between .16%
and 30% o.f bobbing cost re ult from the use of
cooling lubricants. lnv.iew of restrictive environmental legislation re haplng regulations for
the di po al and reurilization of spedal wastes,
it may be anticipated thatlubricant-related cost
will ri e even further.

Rotential of new

0"

op.ti.mi'(.edgear cutting

tools. Together with cost redactions through the
elimination of cooling lubricants. it is possible
to inc rea e producti.vity by using higher cutting
parameters. Apart Irom innovative tool material • too.] coaling with hard, thin films hould not
be neglected in this re peel.
PVD coating technology in particular opens
the way to improved cutting parameters as compared to the use of uncoated 'tool in macbining
technology; Coating technology has con equentIy undergone rapid development in recent years.
The results of this development include new
hard. thin-film sysl.ems that can be deposited
wiUt can i tent results on tools of .any degree of
complexity. The effect has been to make the lise
of fully coated complex tools. especially hobs,
tate-of-the-art technology (Ref. 8).
Current commerciel : ystems include TiN,
THe,N), (Ti.AI)N and other hard, thin films
based on the elements titanium and .illuminum.
which can be de.1JOited either on high-speed
teel or on carbide. Because of theif wide availability and differentiated mechanical. properties,
TiN and (Ti,A])N coating systems, will be considered in greater detail below.
Machining Tests
Tool wea,.behavio,. ,and tool lives for hob-

.bingoperations

with HSS t'oots using coating

,lubricant. All te ts were carried out with II
maximum
crest chip ·Ihicknes according to
Hoffmeister (Ref. 9) of hcu hili" = 0,[: mm.
Cutting peed wa .increa ed in 30 mlmin stage
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Wor\pl_=
16MnCr5

speed from ve 90mlmin and ve = 1110mlmin
..hown in figure 2 are repre eetative for all analyzed cutting parameter .
IllitiaUy. the tool life criterion aimed at was a
maximum face wear of VB!lU'" = 0.3 mm. The
measured wear curves indicate, however. that a
1001 life criterion of V8m8x = 10.2 mm is more
effective in reducing progressive wear (Pig .. 2)..
The tool life comparison is therefore presented for
a tool life criterion ofVBfiWij :: 0.2 mm (Fig. 3).
Shorter tool life was realized as cutting speed
was increased from v c = 90 to vc = 1810 mlmi.n,
me pective of the coating ),slem. The reason for
this is the increased thermal tre s on the tool
caused by the high relative velocities of the tribological
partners and 'Ihe corresponding
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increase in frictional power. The relatively long
tool life seen at a cuuing speed of vc
180
mlmin is nevertheless surprising. The exceptional wear resistance of HSS tools at high cutting
speeds may be attributed partly to the in ulating
effects of the hard, thin film and partly to the
shortened chip length in bobbing a workpiece
with a width of 1.6 mm, A calculation of the
maximum chip length according to Hoffmeister
(Ref. 9) indicates chip lengths of 19.5 to 21.4
mm as a function of the feed rate, This maxi:mum chip length is notreached, due to the workpiece of 16 mm to be machined helically willi '~
~ 20 The thermal stress on the high- peed teel
during hobbing of a narrow gear is lower than
for solid hobbing ofa broader gear.
Whereas too.1 lives achieved with (Ti,Al)Ncoated tools were on average higher than tho e
for TiN-coaled tools by a faclor of roughly 7, the
tool lives of Ti(C.N)-coaled. tools were even
shorter, Almost irrespective of cutting speeds,
tile maximumanainable
tool life for Ti(C,N)coated tool i approximately 2 m,
D.ry hobbing with carbide tools. Carbide
hobs have been available on the tool market a:
an alternative to HSShobs for a number of years
ami have been used increasingly in series productioa since the inrroductioa ·of bobbing
machines designed for dry culling. Studies of
the wear behavior of 'coated carbide hobs reveal.
face wear versu tool life trends identical with
those already shown for HSS tools in Figure 2.
Onthe basis of thermal emissions generated
by the machining process and proportional to the
maximum width of wear land, industry use carbide tool up tOo a maximum wear land width of
VBmax '" 0..115 mm. At larger wear land width,
tbe generated heal. may also affect the fixture
during a dry cutting operation. leading to fixing
problems for new blanks.
Studies on coated carbide teols have shown
that maximum tool lives consistent with reliable
process behavior are achieved with carbides in
applications group P15/35 at a maximum crest
chip thick.ness of heu max 0..] 8 rum. AKiaJ feeds
in which a maximum crest chip thickness of heo
max
0.12 mm are realized are advantageous in
the case of applications group KW carbide.
Against this background .. a comparison of
test results for wear Ia:nd width VBl'!Lax = O.I.S
rum and optimum substrate-dependent crest ch'ilp
thieknes es with HC-P.l5/35 and HC-KW carbides i of imere t (Fig. 4).
Longer tool lives are achieved with (Ti,A1)Ncoated tools than with TiN-coated tools on iden-

JOOOM(liN)
420 DM (@.A1)N)

of,coating.

M!!!Cltifil!' cost pet how': 90 OM!
Weu:
Resharpening:
Tune 10 load pan:
Time 10 change hob:

O.20mm
0.25 mm
0.08 min
15 miD

ticali ub trate . Enthe range of culling speeds of
interest for dry cutting (lic ~ 300 mlmi.n), longer
tool lives are achieved with HC-KW carbide ubstrate than with HC-P15/35 equlvalents. The
number of feed marking on a tooth Ilank mu t.
however. be taken inte account. separately for
eaeh specific application in term of, lib equent.
production processes for a gear. mf. for ,example.
a sub equent having proces is envisaged in tile
proc~ s chain, values may faU neither above nor
belo
a range of feed mar1cing on the tooth
flank. and thi ' faci must be taken into account in
selecting the tool ub lTate or geometry.
l'ool,fillesin slwping. Silaping comeecond
only to hobbing as a significant production
process for the generation of cylindrical parts.
Coaled HSS tools are main\y used fOT ilaping.
becau e mechanical machine concept, aUow
high. cutting . peeds to only a limited extent, and
the u e of co t-inten ive carbide tool for oft
cutting does not appear co t-effective. Shaping is
used wherever the penetration resulting from the
tool andl work:piec geometrie cannot begenerated bya hob, A characteristic example i the
generation of internal gear teeth,
Figure 5 ummarizes the tool. lives that can be
achieved with vari.ou Iy coated 1001,a a. funetion of cutting speed for the case of highly-tempered internal gears. The 1.0011 l:ife curves can be
approximated very do ely by traight line inlhe
logarithmic pre entation.
Tool lives vary inver ely with ri ingc tting
speed with all coatingy
tern in the tests, This
phenomenon may 'be attributed tothe sharply
increa ingthermal stress on the tool a the cutting speed rises. Onl.y very slight difference in
tool life are ob erved for an coaling y tem in
the high cutting-speed range. The we 'r behavior of the tool ,may be regardeda proeess-reliable in all the cutnng parameter fields hown in
the ftgure.
Of ~nterest i the significant lengthening of
tool hfe when the coating thickness is increased.
Doubling the film thickness from 3 11m10 6 11m
virtualily doubles the number of gap which can
be shaped. Approlllimately 380 gap were
machined at vc= 3'0 mlmin, corre ponelling to a
tool Ufe length of roughly 7.5 m. In the logarithmic pre entation. increa ing the coating thickness leads to, a. parallel hJft in the wear curves.
An increase in tool life of some 20 machined
gap per tool tooth as compared to dry cutting
methods is achieved by using cooling lubricant.
The tool life curve also climbs less steeply when
cooling lubricant is used.
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The effects of the selected feed rate

I

the
wear behavior of the tools will not be discus ed
in greater detail. It may, however, be stated that
a reduction in tool Iiferesults from an increase in
the feed rate, irrespective of the coating, The
decrease ill tool life is, however, smaller than
from an increase in cutting peed. The e data
have already been described (Ref. [0) for the
sbap.ing of 16MnCr5 steel. cylindrical gears .
.Economlc Analysis of Tool Lives
A knowledge of attainable tool life i not in
itself ufficient to justify the use of a specific
toolystem. Of great.eF interest for the industrial
user i a Imowledge of part-related production.
co 1. In this ection, the technological test
resultspresented above are analyzed for a fienonal case to determine the production costs
resulting from. th 1001life,
A machine hourl.y rate of 90 DM (approximately $60) was assumed for hobbing or shaping
operations, rising to 100 DM (approximately
$65) per hour if ,cooling lubricant i used, The
tool co Is pre ented in the foUowing figures are
ba ed on current cost structures tor mediumized tool batche of rougbl.y 1a. to 20 1001in en
per month. (T:i.Al)N coatings are more e pensive
than UN coating • and a cost supplement of 40%
was calcuLlatedfor coating and stripping.
HobbEng. Analysis of the production costs
per finished gear using HS8 tools indicates
lower costs at higher culting speed both for
T1N- and (Ti.AI)N-coated. tools (Fig .. 6). The
atlalysis is based on the coastraints described in
the figure and on the tool. lives determined as a
function of the coating system and cutting parameter, for the ca e of ny cutter bobbing.
00
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The pure production costs take into account
the hourly machine rate, the tool purchase costs
and the tool conditioning; costs (regrinding, stripping and recoaring) ..
Two cost trends emerge with rising cutting
speed. On the one hand, the machine costs per
part dimini h, since more pieces are produced
over the same period when the cutting speed is
inerea ed. On Illiteother hand, the tool co tper
part increase since too I lives honee as the' cutting speed rises, and fewer pieces are produced
for each regrinding of the too!. Cumulatively,
however, the decrease in machine costs outweighs Ole increase in tool costs.
Taking hobbing with TiN-coated HSS tools at
a cuniag speed of ve "" 90 mlmin as a basis, an
inerea e in cutting speed to L80 m/min results in
a cost saving of roughly 15%. This benefit results
from the 41.% fall in machine costs, although tool
costs rise by 100%.
The tool cost component of production costs
per part for hobbing with (Ti,AI)N-coated tools
at a cutting speed of
= 90 m/minamounts to
no more than 3~; at. v c = 1.80 mim:in,. the corresponding figure is 11%. Th.i means that potential co I reductions shou.ld be sought mainly by
shortening machining times and diminishing
machine costs, and less by reducing tool costs. If
part quality permits all increase ill. the feed rate

"c

from fa = 3 mm to fa = 5 mm, the rcsul.ling
increase in maximum crest chip thickness heu max
301
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from 0.18 mm to .0.24 mID may be used to,exploit
an additional cost reduction potential through
low tool costs and machine costs.
Taking hobbing wi.th TiN-coated toelset a
cutting speed of v e
120 mlm:inas standard
practice in this module range, there is a saving in
production costs per part of roughly 47% with
(Ti.Al) l-coated HSS hobs and a cutting speed of
180 m/min.
The mfiuence of cuning speed on the producdon cost. determined for HSS tools in the test is
also applicable to carbide tools. The basis of calculation isa 10% [ower machine hourly rare for
dry as opposed to wet cutting. This is due to the
elimination of cooling Iubricant costs as discussed in Figure I. Because TiN-coated carbide
tools are less expensive than. (Ti,AI)N-coated
tools, but also anain shorter tool lives,an analysis of the results shown in Figure 4 established
00 significant difference in producti.on costs
between TiN- and (Ti,AUN-coated tools at the
same cutting speed (Fig. 7).
The analysi W.BS bas ed all, a 40% !higher cost
component for coating with (Ti,AI.)N as oppo ed
to TiN. In the future. when (Ti,AL)N coating are
in more widespread II e,costs are likely to be
more favorable.
At the same cutting parameters, a reduction illl
production costs may be expected simply from
the increase in cutting peed (see Fig. 7) becan e
machine cost are ucha dominant factor. The
increase in 1001 costs with rising cutting speed is
marginal compared with the potentiel machine
cost savings.
The same result is evident if production costs
for HSS tools and KIO carbides are compared.
Owing to the mall chip thicknesses, which can
be achieved with HC-KlO, a highergea.r-cuttmg
rate is po sible at a. lower feed rate and identical
production costs of roughly ].10 DMper pan,
because the cutting speed is more than doubled
from 180 mlmin to' 420 mlmin. At the same time,
a lower feed rate improves part qUality due [Q the
lewer kinematic roughness,
Shaping. Unlike hobbing, production costs
for the shaping of highly-tempered work materials are dominated by disproportionate tool
wear and the resulting tool cost component.
Coating costs are again assumed to be 40%
bigher for (Ti,Al)N as opposed to TiN. Because
of the technological advantage of a (Ti,AI)N
coating, however, a reduction of between 25%
and 50% in production costs is feasible. The
higher coating costs are outweighed by the
longer tool lives (Fig. 8).
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Conclusion.
It bas been shown that improved performance
and cost savings of rougbly 50% can 'be achieved
wi.lh coaled HSS tools ina wet cut on conventional hobbing machine if (Ti.Al)N coatings are
used and removal rate are adapted accordingly.
The same trends have been demonstrated for
the dry cutting of highly-tempered internal gears
using a shaping
process with HSS tool.
Althougb a higher cuning peed can be obtained
with cooling lubricants, the tool life achieved
makes dry cutting an ecologically and economically interestingahernative
to conventional
machining strategies with cooling lubricants.
The basic precondition for ,eliminating cooling
lubricants is. however fhe use of coaled ~ool .
Cyliadricelgear
prodaction willi carbide tools
in a hob bing process reduces product:ion co ts
simply through
hortened
machining
times.
aJllIough tool costs are ignificant]y in rea ed.
The technological advantage of a (Ti.AI)N hard
coating is not mirrored in lower part-related production cost ,owing to higher coating co ts a
compared to the TiN coating, Savings are rather
to be found in bigher cutting peed • which can
be realized. througb me bard coating system,
allowing reduced machine and production costs.
On both HSS and carbide tools, the e cost
avings are generated partly by
ignificantly increased tool life, a oppo ed to
conventional TiN coatings, with a corresponding
reduction in the tool cost component; and partly
through the faster cutting speeds allowed by the
lower abrasive wear and greaser high-temperalure hardness oflile coated tools. 0
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